Abstract. An analysis to evaluate the impact of assimilating multiple radar data with a three dimensional variational 14 (3D-Var) system on a heavy precipitation event is presented. The main goal is to establish a general methodology to 
Introduction

28
The scientific community widely recognized the need of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to run at high September: in Fermo, Atri and Pescara Colli most of rainfall was concentrated in the first half of the day, whereas in
85
Pintura di Bolognola and Campo Imperatore, precipitation fell all day long.
86
It is worthwhile to point out the large amount of hourly precipitation for Pescara and Atri respectively at 05:00UTC
87
and 06:00UTC (red ovals in Fig. 3e and 3d respectively) reaching 45mm/h, indicating convective precipitation, whereas 88 the precipitation on the Gran Sasso ( Fig. 3c ) was much weaker but lasting longer which allowed for reaching an As is common knowledge, radar data can be affected by numerous sources of errors, mainly due to ground clutter, 112 attenuation due to propagation or beam blocking, anomalous propagation and radio interferences. This is the reason 113 why a preceding "cleaning" procedure is applied to the acquired radar reflectivity from the three radars before the 114 assimilation method, consisting of the following 2 steps:
115
 pre-processing consists of a first quality check of radar volumes where radar pixel affected by ground clutter 116 and anomalous propagation were filtered. Furthermore, Z was corrected for attenuation using a methodology 117 based on the specific differential phase shift (K dp ) available for dual polarization radars (Vulpiani et al, 2015);
118
 conversion to the model format is applied to all radars data. 
134
Taking into account that the performance of a mesoscale model is highly related to the parameterization schemes, the 
158
J(x). Finally B and R are the background covariance error matrix and the observation covariance error matrix,
159
respectively.
160
The minimization of the penalty function J(x), displayed by Equation (1), is the a posteriori maximum likelihood 161 estimate of the true atmosphere state, given the two fonts of a priori data that are x b and y 0 (Lorenc, 1986 ).
162
In this study the 3D-Var system developed by Barker et al. (2003 Barker et al. ( , 2004 ) is used for assimilating radar reflectivity and 
171
where ρ and q r are the air density in kg/m 3 and the rainwater mixing ratio in g/kg, respectively, while Z is the co-polar 172 radar reflectivity factor expressed in dBZ. Since the total water mixing ratio q t is used as the control variable, a warm 173 rain process (Dudhia, 1989 ) is introduced into the WRF-3D-Var system: this allowed for producing the increments of 174 moist variables linked to the hydrometeors.
175
The performance of the DA system widely depends on the goodness of the matrix in Equation (1). In this study, a 176 specific background error statistics is computed for both domains using the National Meteorological Center (NMC) 177 method (Parrish and Derber, 1992). To evaluate the NMC-based error statistics, the differences between two forecasts at Table 1 .
192
The analysis of the results of these set of experiments allows establishing the best model configuration for the radar data (Table 2) . In this section the results will be presented and discussed following the rationale of the previously introduced 218 experiments and using statistical indexes for performance quantitative assessment.
220
Sensitivity test to cumulus parameterization
221
The 24h accumulated rainfall on central Italy simulated by the model both on D01 (left column) and D02 (right column) 222 using a different cumulus parameterization scheme (Fig. 6 , on line 1 Kain-Fritsch, on line 2 Grell 3D, on line 3 Grell 3D 223 and cugd_avedx=3 activated) is shown. Comparing the model outputs (Fig. 6 ) and the rain gauge observations (Fig. 2) , it is worth noting that best performance on D01 is obtained by Grell 3D which is able to simulate the peak precipitation 225 cumulated in 24 hour (between 200 and 300 mm) over Gran Sasso (Fig. 6, lines 2 and 3) , where as Kain-Fritsch (Fig.   226 6a) completely misses the peak of rainfall on Abruzzo region (red spot in Fig. 2) . Moreover, the rainfall pattern is not 227 properly reproduced.
228
Furthermore results suggest that the spreading of the convective downdraft over several grid points allows for 229 improving the rainfall distribution at both resolution: both the main cells of heavy rainfall are correctly separated over
230
Abruzzo both on D01 and D02 ( Fig. 6e and 6f ) and the rainfall pattern along the northeast coast of Abruzzo region is 231 also reproduced ( 
238
Here after GRELL3D_MYJ_CUDG is referred as the control (CTL) experiment performed without any data 239 assimilation. Therefore, a new set of simulations are performed following the previous strategies: data assimilation on 240 low or high resolution domains or on both domains simultaneously; conventional data and/or radar data assimilation.
242
4.2 Impact of conventional and radar data assimilation on rainfall forecast: low versus high resolution
243
In figure 8 a preliminary comparison among the low resolution (12km) simulations is shown. The control simulation
244
(CTL) without data assimilation is shown in Figure 8a ; whereas the other panels show the experiments performed using 245 the data assimilation.
246
Observing the outputs of different experiments (Fig. 8 ) listed in Table 2 , best simulation is found for 247 CONMMPOLSPC_LR_12KM (Fig.8e) for which an attempt to reproduce the rainfall maximum over Campo
248
Imperatore (black arrow) is found: the rainfall amount is very well simulated, however a cell displacement is noticeable.
249
Furthermore a quite good attempt to forecast precipitation along the coasts (black oval) is also found.
250
The statistical indices ( Hydrol 
263
Aiming to investigate the impact of the assimilation at different resolutions, we start analyzing figure 10 by column and
264
comparing it with the observation (fig. 2) ; the statistical analysis is also used:
265
 column 1 (12KM): CTL produces an overestimation of the rainfall that is not corrected by the assimilation of 266 conventional data, but assimilating the 3 radars and introducing the 3 outer loops (Fig. 10 column 1 line 4 ) the 267 main cells are better reproduced. MET indices in Table 3 suggest that CTL and
268
CONMMPOLSPC3OL_HR_12km are the simulations with the best response, secondly CONMM_HR_12KM;
269
 column 2 (3KM): a partial correction of the rainfall overestimation compared to column 1 is observed
270
especially if all the radars are assimilated and the outer loop strategy is applied; the statistical indices in Table   271 4 show CONMMPOLSPC3OL_3KM as the best experiment among the assimilated ones;
272
 column 3 (12KM_3KM): rainfall overestimation was partially corrected compared to columns 1 and 2 by all 273 experiments; the MET statistics in Table 5 shows that CTL and CONMMPOLSPC3OL_3KM_12KM are the 274 experiments that return better values.
275
Summarizing, the previous analysis suggests that the frequency of rainfall overestimation for higher thresholds has been 276 reduced by radar data assimilation performed only on D01. Furthermore, improvements come out for heavy rain 277 regimes when radar data assimilation has been performed on the highest resolution domain, whereas the ingestion of 278 conventional observations produces the worst results since a smaller number of them were assimilated into the finest 279 resolution domain than that the coarser one. The assimilation, operated on both 12km and 3km, gives better results than 280 the ones on column 1, but a response worse than the others on column 2 is given for higher thresholds. which the radars are assimilated both on D01 and D02; statistical indices in Table 9 suggest that the addition of 299 SPC radar improves the results, furthermore they are not better than those where only MM is ingested;
300
 line 5 (CONMMPOLSPC3OL): the outer loop experiment confirms the overestimation reduction by 301 *12KM_3KM; from 
309
but this latter needs a further investigation because a general rainfall underestimation for higher thresholds is found.
311
Conclusions
312
The purpose of this manuscript has been to evaluate the effects of multiple radar data assimilation on a heavy 
332
Moreover, a deeper investigation of multiple outer loops strategy is required to assess its impact.
333
Analyzing the results obtained in this study, it is not possible to assess which is, in general, the best model configuration 334 since this analysis should be performed systematically with a significant number of case studies. However, this work is providing a general approach that can encourage to investigate more flash flood cases in order to make the assimilation 336 of multiple radars data suitable for operational use. In order to confirm and consolidate these initial findings, apart from 337 analyzing more case studies, a "pseudo-operational" testing would be also useful.
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